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1080p. But when I change it to 720p the
video is displayed cut in half. Is there a
way to fix this? Before you say that you

need to increase its framerate or
frequency I want to say that I am

changing the framerate to 5. You can
change the resolution of a video by

creating a new, smaller image and using
that as a texture, but you can't change

the size of the video. If you want to
resize it for the HMD or tablet, you need
to trim it to the correct resolution. For
most things you can set the framerate

of a video to match your HMD's
framerate, but not all of them are

supported by LBE. As much as I enjoy
and support MOCs, I would warn

everyone if you intend on
uploading/selling them, a higher quality
video is required in the (360, 240, 180,

120,...) format for most media apps. due
to the increased phase of the Bloch
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oscillations. In Fig. \[fig:S1\]c, we show
that the steady-state Lyapunov

exponent with finite temporal width
exhibits a discontinuous change at the

transition between the BI and BIo
phases. Similar dependence of the

Lyapunov exponent on the temporal
width has c6a93da74d
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